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RESEARCH ARTICLE

Determinants of Boat Velocity during a 200 m Race in Elite 
Paralympic Sprint Kayakers
A. J. Redwood-Brown a*, H. L. Browna,b,c, B. Oakleyb,c and P. J. Felton a

aSHAPE Research Centre, School of Science and Technology, Nottingham Trent University, Nottingham, U.K; 
bBritish Canoeing Performance Department, Nottingham, U.K; cEnglish Institute of Sport, London, UK

ABSTRACT
This study investigates the relationships between boat velocity, 
stroke rate and displacement per stroke in Paracanoe 200m Sprint 
Kayak races. Data were analysed from 646, 200m efforts performed 
by 13 international Paracanoe athletes between 2017 and 2020 
(Male: N= 6, female: N= 7) using boat-based GPS unit (Catapult 
S5). Significant differences between the Paralympic classifications 
were observed for boat velocity, stroke rate and displacement per 
stroke across both genders (p < 0.001) and Paracanoe classification 
(p < 0.001). Stroke rate was found to be the best predictor of boat 
velocity across classifications explaining between 13% and 34% of 
the variation. However, displacement per stroke was found to be 
more important for males than females potentially due to strength 
and anthropometric differences. Boat velocity, stroke rate and dis-
placement per stroke values for the final 150m (measured in 50 m 
splits) indicated evidence for a mix of all-out and positive pacing 
strategies. The results of this study suggest intricate differences 
exist in Paracanoe Sprint Kayak based on gender and classification 
between athletes. This information is useful in the coaching of 
Paracanoe Sprint Kayak with evidence that physical preparation, 
training, and race strategy can be individualised to each athlete.
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1. Introduction

Flat-water Paracanoe sprint kayak is a competitive discipline where athletes race head-to- 
head over three distances: 200 m, 500 m and 1000 m using a two-blade paddle 
(International Canoe Federation, 2021). The race is won by the boat with the highest 
mean velocity across the race distance (Goreham et al., 2018). The average velocity of the 
kayak across the race is a product of two variables: the average stroke rate (the number of 
strokes per minute) and the average displacement per stroke (displacement of both the 
water and aerial phases of one stroke (Kendal & Sanders, 1992). As displacement per 
stroke is proportional to the average net force (the difference between the propulsive 
force created by each stroke and the aerodynamic and hydrodynamic drag forces (Mann 
& Kearney, 1980; Michael et al., 2008; Sperlich & Baker, 2002) across the stroke), it is 
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often used to analyse the efficiency of the technique of the stroke (McDonnell et al., 
2013a). In contrast, average stroke rate is often used to analyse race strategy or pacing 
(Brown et al., 2011; McDonnell et al., 2013b).

Previous research on the sensitivity of boat velocity in relation to variations in stroke rate 
and displacement per stroke in the Paracanoe Sprint Kayak is extremely limited. However, 
the effect on boat velocity of stroke rate and displacement per stroke has been investigated in 
Canoe Sprint Kayak (McDonnell et al., 2013a). McDonnell et al. (2013a) established a large 
association (r = 0.86, p < 0.01) between stroke rate and boat velocity, but no association 
between displacement per stroke and boat velocity, using the reported mean values from 
five previous studies (Baker et al., 1999; Bourgois et al., 1997; Hay & Yanai, 1996; Kendal & 
Sanders, 1992; Timofeev et al., 1996). Although (Pickett et al. (2021) reported stroke rates to 
be higher when comparing elite to sub-elite, no differences were found between athletes in 
the elite group. There was a difference, however, in displacement per stroke within the elite 
group with faster race times associated with longer stroke lengths, highlighting the impor-
tance of the technique. To ensure the importance of stroke rate and displacement per stroke, 
partial correlations (in which either measure was controlled for), were conducted, and 
found to have near perfect correlation with performance outcomes (r < −0.97). Pickett et al. 
(2021) concluded that the ability to exhibit greater stroke lengths at relatively high stroke 
rates, despite fatigue, were key determinants of 200 m kayak race performance. This agreed 
with earlier studies which suggested similar boat velocities can be achieved with differing 
variations between stroke rate and displacement per stroke, within appropriate pacing 
strategies (Brown et al., 2011; Goreham et al., 2021; McDonnell et al., 2013b).

Both stroke rate and displacement per stroke are considered dependent on the 
athlete’s physical attributes and technical ability in Canoe Sprint Kayak (Michael et al., 
2009). The force produced during each stroke is likely to result from the ability of the 
paddler to produce muscular force or, alternatively, through the ability to transfer force 
through the paddle (Pickett et al., 2021). Previous research has identified that an 
individual’s execution of the kayak stroke is directly linked to their physical capability 
to move key joints within their body (Mann & Kearney, 1980). Specifically, the coordina-
tion and synchronisation required of the trunk and legs, due to their role in force 
production during the paddle stroke (Brown et al., 2011). In Paracanoe sprint kayak 
the ability of athletes to use these joints is often impaired. Previous research has identified 
that Sprint Canoe athletes have a significantly greater joint range of motion and power 
output within these joints compared to their Paracanoe counterparts (Bjerkefors et al., 
2019). The level of impairment also affects the athlete's technical ability with three levels 
recognised for the 2020 Tokyo Paralympic games: KL1 – athletes with no or very limited 
trunk function and no leg function; KL2 – athletes with partial trunk and leg function; 
KL3 – athletes with trunk function and partial leg function (International Canoe 
Federation, 2018). The reduced functionality within these joints has resulted in the 
requirement for equipment adjustments in Paracanoe sprint kayak to aid performance 
and reduce injury (Cutler et al., 2017). These include increasing the width of the hull and 
relocating the cockpit to increase stability, as well as, the addition of trunk support where 
required. These physical and equipment differences are likely to alter the stroke rates and 
displacements per stroke compared to those observed in Canoe Sprint Kayak athletes. It 
is likely, therefore, that these previous findings are not reliable to predict Paracanoe 
sprint kayak performance and thus coaching strategies.
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Despite the Paracanoe sprint kayak being introduced to the International Canoe 
Federation’s competition programme in 2009, and the Paralympic games in 2016, there 
remains limited understanding on how the physical and equipment differences within 
Paracanoe sprint kayak affects the stroke rate – displacement per stroke ratio with boat 
velocity (Collins et al., 2019). The aim of this study is to investigate the relationship 
between stroke rate and displacement per stroke with boat velocity for gender and 
impairment classification in Paracanoe Sprint Kayak.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Study design

Kinematic data were obtained for all completed 200 m Paracanoe sprint kayak race 
rehearsals and races between January 2017 and March 2020 within the British Canoeing 
Paracanoe performance programme. The data were pooled for the analysis (McDonnell 
et al., 2013a) and efforts were selected to determine if they were maximal and from 
a stationary start. Any effort that was conducted in an extreme weather condition (wind 
speed >5 m/s) was disregarded. Participants consented to the use of these data as part of 
standard practices within the British Canoeing Paracanoe performance programme, and 
ethical approval was granted in accordance with Nottingham Trent University 
guidelines.

2.2. Data collection and parameter determination

Kinematic data were collected by accelerometer global positioning units, recording GPS 
at 10 Hz and tri-axial accelerations at 100 Hz (Optimeye S5, Catapult Sports). Previous 
studies have used this method to determine accurate measurements of the boat velocity 
and kayak stroke determinants (Goreham et al., 2021; Janssen & Sachlikidis, 2010; Pickett 
et al., 2021; Vadai & Gingl, 2016; Vadai et al., 2013; Worsey et al., 2019). The GPS and 
accelerometer data were downloaded and filtered using a low-pass Butterworth filter via 
Catapult’s custom software. Pre-determined software-specific cut-off frequencies of 
0.65 Hz for the GPS data and 2 Hz for the acceleration data were used. The filtered 
data for each 200 m race effort was then exported into the visualisation tool Neptune 
(Version 1.1.0) for further analysis.

The GPS data across each 200 m effort were used to determine the average boat 
velocity for the 200 m effort. The average boat velocity was also determined for three 
50 m splits within the “speed maintenance phase” defined between 50 and 200 m (Split 
1:50–100 m; Split 2:100–150 m; Split 3:150–200 m).

Individual stroke cycles and stroke times were identified automatically in Neptune, 
using the accelerometer time history. The time history forms a sinusoidal waveform due 
to the boat accelerating when the paddle is in the water and decelerating during the aerial 
phase of the stroke (Vadai & Gingl, 2016; Vadai et al., 2013). A visual inspection was also 
performed for reliability of stroke identification by two experienced coaches. These 
calculations were recorded and compared against both one and another and against 
the software. The average stroke rate was calculated by transforming the average stroke 
time into strokes per minute for the whole 200 m effort, and the three 50 m splits in the 
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speed maintenance phase. Similarly, the average displacement per stroke was calculated 
by dividing the average velocity by the average stroke time for a total of 200 m effort and 
three 50 m splits.

2.3. Data cleaning

Efforts were grouped based on gender and Paracanoe Sprint Kayak classification and the 
mean absolute deviation (MAD) for 200 m effort time was calculated within each group 
(Leys et al., 2013). All outliers, potentially included in the error (e.g., unidentified non- 
maximal effort), were identified using a moderate rejection criterion of 2.5 and excluded 
from the analysis (Miller, 1991).

2.4. Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS v.26 (IBM, USA) with an alpha value of 0.05 
used to determine the significance of the pooled data.

A between-group analysis was conducted using a Student's t-test for independent 
variables to compare the kinematic parameters between genders across the whole 200 m 
effort, the speed maintenance phase, and the three 50 m splits. If the assumption of 
normality was violated for any of the parameters, the non-parametric Mann–Whitney 
U-test was performed instead. Similarly, to compare the kinematic parameters across the 
three Paracanoe sprint kayak classifications across the whole 200 m effort, the speed 
maintenance phase, and the three 50 m splits, a One-Way ANOVA with Bonferroni 
adjusted post-hoc student t-tests was used. If the assumption of normality was violated 
for any of the parameters, the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis One-Way ANOVA with 
Bonferroni adjusted post-hoc Mann–Whitney U-tests was performed instead. For all 
significant differences, Hedges’ g was calculated to determine the size of the difference 
(small effect: g ≥ 0.20; medium effect: g ≥ 0.50; large effect: g ≥ 0.80: Cohen, 1988).

A within-group analysis was conducted on each Paracanoe boat classification using 
a repeated measures ANOVA with Bonferroni-adjusted post-hoc paired t-tests to iden-
tify potential changes in the kinematic variables within the speed maintenance phase (50– 
200 m) using the 50 m splits. If the assumption of normality was violated for any of the 
parameters, the non-parametric Friedman Test with Bonferroni adjusted post-hoc 
Wilcoxon signed-rank tests was performed instead. For all significant differences, 
Cohen’s d was calculated to determine the size of the difference (small effect: g ≥ 0.20; 
medium effect: g ≥ 0.50; large effect: g ≥ 0.80: Cohen, 1988).

The average differences between two consecutive splits were determined as 
a percentage of the earlier split and compared across the three Paracanoe sprint kayak 
classifications. A One-Way ANOVA with Bonferroni adjusted post-hoc student t-tests 
was used (or a non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis One-Way ANOVA with Bonferroni 
adjusted post-hoc Mann–Whitney U-tests), as well as, Hedges’ g, to investigate the 
differences.

To investigate the importance of displacement per stroke and stroke rate on boat 
velocity, single and multivariable linear regression models were developed for each 
Paracanoe classification. The percentage of variance of the dependent variable (boat 
velocity) explained by the independent variables (displacement per stroke and stroke 
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rate) in each regression equation was determined by Wherry’s R2-value (1931). This 
represents an attempt to estimate the proportion of variance that would be explained by 
the model had it been derived from the population (athletes from each Paracanoe 
classification) from which the sample was taken. The size of the association was inter-
preted using Hopkins et al. (2009) as: trivial (r2 = 0% to 10%), moderate (r = 10% to 25%), 
large (r = 25% to 50%), very large (r = 50% to 81%), or nearly perfect (r = 81% to 100%).

3. Results

Kinematic data were collected from 735 individual 200 m efforts. A total of 89 efforts 
were removed due to being classified as outliers, resulting in 646 efforts being included 
for further analysis. These efforts were made by seven female and six male international 
Paracanoe Sprint Kayak athletes and split by gender and Paracanoe classification 
(Female: KL1 – 8; KL2 – 126; KL3 – 180; Male: KL1 – 78; KL2 – 103; KL3 – 151).

3.1. Gender effects

The male Paracanoe athletes produced significantly faster average boat velocities across 
the 200 m effort compared to their female counterparts (Table 1). On average the male 
kayakers also had higher average stroke rates, and for the KL2 and KL3 classifications 
larger average displacements per stroke (Table 1). For the KL1 classification, no differ-
ence was observed in displacement per stroke between males and females.

3.2. Paracanoe classification effects

Significant differences were observed across all three Paracanoe classifications for boat 
velocity, stroke rate and displacement per stroke for both males (p < 0.001) and females 
(p < 0.001).

Average boat velocity was the slowest in the KL1 classification for both males and 
females (Table 1). This was significantly different to the boat velocity in the KL2 and KL3 
classifications (females: KL1 vs KL2, p < 0.001, g > 0.8; KL1 vs KL3, p = 0.01, g > 0.8; 
males: KL1 vs KL2, p < 0.001, g = 0.68; KL1 vs KL3, p < 0.001, g > 0.8). The fastest 
classification differed between KL2 for females and KL3 for males (Table 1). The 
difference in boat velocity between the KL2 and KL3 classifications was significant for 
both males (p < 0.001; g > 0.8) and females (p < 0.001; g > 0.8).

Table 1. Average boat velocity, stroke rate and displacement per stroke for all efforts grouped by 
gender and Paracanoe classification.

KL1 KL2 KL3

parameters female male Female male female male

boat velocity (m/s) 3.51 ± 0.1 3.88 ± 0.1 c 3.92 ± 0.2 4.40 ± 0.2 c 3.71 ± 0.2 4.64 ± 0.2 c

stroke rate (SPM) 113 ± 2 127 ± 7 c 115 ± 7 126 ± 7 c 110 ± 8 131 ± 7 c

displacement per stroke (m) 1.89 ± 0.03 1.88 ± 0.1 2.09 ± 0.1 2.15 ± 0.1b 2.07 ± 0.1 2.18 ± 0.1 c

Bold italic text denotes significant difference (p < 0.05) between groups 
a small effect size (g ≥ 0.20), b medium effect size (g ≥ 0.50), c large effect size (g ≥ 0.80)
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Similarly, the average displacement per stroke was lowest in the KL1 classification for 
both males and females (Table 1). This was significantly different to the displacement per 
stroke in the KL2 and KL3 classifications (females: KL1 vs KL2, p < 0.001, g > 0.8; KL1 vs 
KL3, p = 0.01, g > 0.8; males: KL1 vs KL2, p < 0.001, g = 0.68; KL1 vs KL3, p < 0.001, 
g > 0.8). The classification with greatest displacement per stroke again differed between 
the KL2 classification for females and the KL3 classification for males (Table 1). The 
difference in displacement per stroke, however, was only significant between the KL2 and 
KL3 classifications for males (p < 0.001; g = 0.3) and not females.

Conversely, there were no differences in stroke rate for females for Paracanoe classi-
fication apart from between KL2 and KL3 (p < 0.001; g = 0.65), where the KL2 
classification was observed to have a higher stroke rate. For males, the stroke rate was 
significantly different between the KL3 classification, which had the highest (Table 1), 
and both with KL1 (p < 0.001; g = 0.57) and KL2 (p < 0.001; g = 0.67) classifications. No 
difference was observed between the KL1 and KL2 classifications for males.

3.3. Pacing

The average boat velocity for the final three 50 m splits (50–100 m, 100–150 m, and 150– 
200 m) indicated that Paracanoe sprint kayakers use an all-out or positive pacing strategy 
(Figure 1). All athletes reached a peak average velocity prior to or in the first split (50– 
100 m) and then demonstrated a gradual decline in boat velocity, of similar magnitudes, 
as the effort progressed towards 200 m. Visual inspection appears to indicate that males 
had a faster drop off in boat velocity than females for both the KL2 and KL3 classifica-
tions, but similar levels were observed in the KL1 classification.

A similar pattern was observed for stroke rate, with the average stroke rate decreasing 
with distance travelled through the effort (Figure 1). Again, males had a faster drop off in 
stroke rate than females in both the KL2 and KL3 classifications, with a similar rate 
observed in the KL1 classification. The average displacement per stroke remained similar 
with distance for all three classifications for females, and within the KL1 classification for 
males (Figure 1). Increases in displacement per stroke were observed in both the KL2 and 
KL3 classifications as the effort progressed.

3.4. Regression analysis

The best predictor of average boat velocity across the 200 m effort was the stroke rate for 
all Paracanoe sprint kayak classifications explaining between 12.9% and 34.1% of the 
variation in boat velocity (Table 2). The mechanical relationship between boat velocity 
with stroke rate and displacement per stroke was identified within the regression models 
with near perfect r2 values (96.3–99.1%). No regression model was found for females in 
the KL1 classification due to the lower number of efforts (n = 8).

The unstandardised coefficients were extremely consistent across all classifications for 
stroke rate (range: 0.031–0.034) suggesting an increase in boat velocity of 0.1 m/s would 
require an increase of approximately 3 strokes per minute with no change in the displace-
ment per stroke (Table 2). The coefficient of displacement per stroke, however, was more 
heavily weighted for males (range: 1.99–2.00) compared to females (range: 1.81–1.72), 
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Figure 1. Average female and male boat velocity, stroke rate and displacement per stroke for the final 
three 50 m splits of the 200 m effort for each of the Paracanoe Kayak classifications.
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suggesting an increase in boat velocity of 0.1 m/s with no change in stroke rate would 
require approximately a 6 cm increase in displacement for females compared to 5 cm for 
males (Table 2).

4. Discussion

This study is the first to investigate the relationship between stroke rate and displacement 
per stroke on boat velocity using on-water performance data from the Paracanoe Sprint 
Kayak. The results of this study found significant differences in boat velocity and 
kinematic parameters between Paracanoe kayak athletes which may indicate that they 
potentially generate boat velocity differently based on their physical and technical 
limitations.

Boat velocity is a product of stroke rate and displacement per stroke (Pickett et al., 
2021). Multiple regression returned almost near perfect models with 96.3–99.1% of the 
variance in boat velocity explained (Table 2). Previous research examining stroke kine-
matics has found that a strong relationship exists between stroke rate and performance 
compared to displacement per stroke and performance (Brown et al., 2011; Hirano et al., 
2016; Kendal & Sanders, 1992; McDonnell et al., 2013b; Pickett et al., 2021). Within this 
study, stroke rate was found to be the largest predictor of boat velocity for all Paracanoe 
Sprint Kayak classifications (Table 2). For each model, the coefficient for stroke rate was 
consistent indicating the importance of this variable across both gender and Paracanoe 
classification for boat velocity. While the coefficient of displacement per stroke was 
consistent for males and female, it differed suggesting this was the limiting factor in 
boat velocity between the genders (Table 2). The consistency of these coefficients 
indicates that at an elite level, athletes separated via gender and impairment into each 
classification demonstrate similar levels of technical ability and displacement per stroke. 
This suggests that the variation in performance observed can be explained by the athlete’s 
peak stroke rate and their ability to maintain this under fatigue during the latter parts of 

Table 2. Regression equations predicting female and male boat velocity for the three Paracanoe 
classifications.

model parameters B 95% CI p r2

female
KL1 1 no variables entered
KL2 1 stroke rate 0.011 0.007–0.014 < 0.001 26.1

2 stroke rate 0.033 0.032–0.034 <0.001 97.9
displacement per stroke 1.81 1.76–1.87

KL3 1 stroke rate 0.015 0.012–0.018 < 0.001 34.0
2 stroke rate 0.032 0.032–0.033 <0.001 99.1

displacement per stroke 1.72 1.69–1.75
males
KL1 1 stroke rate 0.012 0.008–0.016 < 0.001 34.1

2 stroke rate 0.031 0.029–0.032 <0.001 96.3
displacement per stroke 2.00 1.89–2.11

KL2 1 stroke rate 0.008 0.004–0.012 < 0.001 12.9
2 stroke rate 0.033 0.032–0.035 <0.001 97.1

displacement per stroke 1.99 1.91–2.06
KL3 1 stroke rate 0.012 0.009–0.016 < 0.001 21.8

2 stroke rate 0.034 0.033–0.035 <0.001 96.6
displacement per stroke 1.99 1.92–2.06
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the race (Pickett et al., 2021). It has been observed, however, that the fastest boat 
velocities do not necessarily have the highest stroke rates, and that displacement per 
stroke should also be considered, therefore enhancing this relationship is vital to under-
pin individual performances (McDonnell et al., 2013b) .

Boat velocity was seen to be significantly slower for the most impaired Paracanoe 
Sprint Kayak classification (KL1) for both males and females. Athletes in this classifica-
tion have impaired trunk function, and this appears to limit their ability to generate 
larger displacements per stroke compared to their KL2 and KL3 counterparts (Figure 1; 
Table 1). It has previously been established that a strong posture and large range of 
motion of the trunk are important contributors to maximise displacement per stroke via 
kayak technique (Brown et al., 2011). This finding agrees with research in other 
Paralympic sports, where performance has been reported to be correlated with the ability 
to produce force through trunk muscle recruitment (Altmann et al., 2018). Despite this, 
the stroke rate was similar for the KL1 classification compared to the KL2 and KL3 
classifications (Figure 1).

The average male boat velocity for both the KL2 and KL3 classification was lower than 
previously reported for 200 m male Sprint Kayak athletes (KL2: 4.40 m/s; KL3: 4.64 m/s: 
Sprint Kayak (Pickett et al., 2021): 5.19 m/s). Differences in both stroke rate (KL2: 126 
SPM; KL3: 131 SPM; Sprint Kayak (Pickett et al., 2021): 142 SPM) and displacement per 
stroke (KL2: 2.15 m; KL3: 2.18 m; Sprint Kayak (Pickett et al., 2021): 2.24 m) exist and are 
likely effects caused by the impairment experienced by KL2 and KL3 athletes. The 
increased boat velocity for KL3 male athletes compared to their KL2 counterparts was 
achieved by attaining larger displacements per stroke and higher stroke rates (Table 1).

The trend in boat velocity between the KL2 and KL3 classifications was inversed for 
females (Table 1), whereas boat velocity was higher for KL2 female athletes compared to 
the KL3 classification. This difference was explained by the KL2 athletes producing 
higher stroke rates, with both classifications achieving similar displacements per stroke. 
As KL2 athletes have higher levels of lower limb physical impairment than their KL3 
counterparts (KL3 – trunk function with partial leg function e.g. a unilateral lower limb 
amputation; KL2 – partial trunk and leg function e.g. a bilateral impairment), it is highly 
likely that the result for males (where the KL3 classification had the highest boat velocity) 
is more probable. An explanation, however, may lie in the adaptation to the athlete’s 
individual impairment. The kayak stroke is cyclical in nature, and to maximise forward 
propulsion of the boat ideally requires equal power transfer from each side of the stroke 
(Harrison et al., 2019). The ability to do this has previously been identified as a differing 
factor between Olympic and novice or intermediate paddlers (Helmer et al., 2011; 
Limonta et al., 2010; Vadai et al., 2013). It is possible that the challenge of maintaining 
the symmetry of the kayak stroke could be as heavily impacted in the KL3 classification as 
the KL2, due to the asymmetry of lower limb function associated with the impairment. 
Caution nevertheless must be applied to this interpretation due to the study design (data 
being pooled, and convenience sampling leading to a few individuals contributing to each 
pool). It is probable that the trend for boat velocity across Paracanoe classifications in the 
global population is closer to that observed for the males in this study. Future research 
should aim to investigate this using a wider range of participants, as well as, investigating 
the effect of impairment on the Paracanoe kayak stroke technique, fatigue, muscle 
development and performance.
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Across all three Paracanoe classifications evidence of positive or all-out pacing strategies 
were observed (Figure 1). In these strategies, athletes maximally accelerate to peak velocity, 
after which, a gradual linear fatigue-induced decline in velocity occurs as the athletes 
proceeded to the end of the race (Pickett et al., 2021). It has been argued that Sprint 
Kayakers use an all-out pacing strategy (Goreham et al., 2021; Hirano et al., 2016; 
McDonnell et al., 2013a) as the velocity-time history matches other sprint events of 
a similar time duration (Abbiss & Laursen, 2008). More recently, however, it has been 
argued that a positive, rather than all-out, pacing pattern is adopted by elite Sprint 
Kayakers since the time to peak velocity is greater than in other sports (Pickett et al., 
2021). Pickett et al. (2021) declares, however, that it is unclear which strategy is adopted as 
it is unknown whether the additional time is due to the task of accelerating a kayak 
through water. This study is further clouded by the different levels of impairment 
Paracanoe athlete’s exhibit, which can affect their anaerobic power output (Hutzler 
et al., 1998). One potential avenue to explore is the pattern of the kinematic parameters. 
As an all-out pacing strategy will result in considerable muscular fatigue (Abbiss & 
Laursen, 2008), it would be expected that stroke rate and displacement per stroke follows 
a declining pattern under exhaustion. For all three Paracanoe classifications, while stroke 
rate followed this pattern, the effect on displacement per stroke was mixed (Figure 1). Male 
athletes in the KL2 and KL3 classification could increase their displacement per stroke, 
while female athletes and those in the KL1 classification either maintained or decreased 
theirs in the latter stages of the effort. This may be due to differences in the technical ability 
to execute the paddle stroke under fatigue, or due to the greater strength of males and 
lower impairment classes allowing them to maintain power despite muscle fatigue. This 
may provide evidence that athlete impairment, and gender influence the pacing strategy 
adopted. Those where the kinematic parameters decline during the effort indicate an all- 
out approach, whilst those able to maintain their kayak stroke technique during each effort 
may adopt a positive strategy. In the future, research is required to investigate pacing 
strategies adopted in the different Paracanoe Kayak classifications and their causes.

Gender differences with large effect sizes in boat velocity were observed in all three 
Paracanoe classifications. Males were seen to have faster boat velocities, which were 
achieved using a combination of higher stroke rates and increased displacement per 
stroke for the KL2 and KL3 classifications (Table 1). It has previously been reported that 
both stroke rate and displacement per stroke are dependent on the athlete’s physical 
attributes and technical ability in Canoe Sprint Kayak (Michael et al., 2009). Since males 
possess greater muscle mass and absolute strength, as well as, larger anthropometrics, 
than females, it is expected that males will attain higher boat velocities via increased 
stroke rates and displacements per stroke as demonstrated in this study. The lack of 
difference in displacement per stroke between genders in the KL1 classification, however, 
may indicate that trunk function is key in the kayak stroke, and when impaired this 
significantly reduces the athlete’s ability to use their physical characteristics to generate 
force (Table 1). When analysing the drop-off in performance across the effort, females 
were more resistant to fatigue with smaller drop-offs in performance (Figure 1). This 
agrees with previous findings which suggests that although weaker, females are more 
resistant to muscle fatigue (Billaut & Bishop, 2009). Again, the results for KL1 are similar 
indicating the limitation on performance in this classification may be due to the physical 
impairment in this classification.
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One of the limitations of this study is the approach of pooling multiple efforts from 
individuals to complete this analysis like previous studies (McDonnell et al., 2013a). This 
invalidates the statistical assumption that the data is completely independent, however, to 
overcome this a large sample size of differing Paracanoe athletes is required. In this study, 
all the Paracanoe kayak elite athletes within the British Canoeing Paracanoe performance 
programme participated. To go beyond this approach, future research could adopt 
a correlational approach using on-water GPS technology from competitions where multi-
ple athletes could be recruited. This, however, would require multi-national co-operation 
and agreement which may not be attainable. Despite this, this study is the first study to 
analyze and report boat velocity and the kinematic parameters associated with this.

5. Conclusion

The results of this study suggest that stroke rate is the biggest predictor of boat velocity in 
the elite Paracanoe Sprint Kayak. Displacement per stroke was found to be more 
influential on boat velocity for male athletes compared to females, potentially due to 
their greater physical ability and susceptibility to fatigue. This suggests that key determi-
nants of Paracanoe 200 m Sprint Kayak performance are the ability to exhibit greater 
displacement per stroke at high stroke rates, whilst resisting the effects of fatigue 
accumulation. The findings also suggest that differences due to impairment experienced 
by athletes in each Paracanoe classification impact performance and their pacing strate-
gies. The results of this investigation are likely to be useful in the coaching of Paracanoe 
Sprint Kayak with the suggestion that race and training strategies be individualised for 
the athlete based on their classification, with greater adaptations made for KL1 athletes to 
highlight the impact due to their impairment.
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